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ABSTRACT 

The angular distribution of the pions emitted in the reaction 

has been determinedo 

Previous work had shown that the cross section as a function of 

the meson angle in the center of mass system of the two protons can be 

written as 

The cross sections at 65 and 104 degrees in the center of mass system were 

measured by using the 340 ~v proton beam of the Berkeley synchro-cyclotron 

to bombard targets of polyethylene~ (CH2)nJJ and carbono The hydrogen cross 

section was found by the difference methodo Nuclear plates were used to 

detect the mesons producedo These results and the previously determined 

cross section at zero degrees were used to calculate the constants A and B 

by making a least squares fit of the equation to the datao 
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The principle of detailed balance is applied to this reaction 

and its inverse, as measured b.r Durbin9 et ala, at Columbia University, 

to find the spin of the positive piono It is shown that the spin is very 

probably zero under the usual assumption that the pion spin must be an 

integer a 

The values of the cross sections and the resulting angular dis-

tribution calculated from them are given belowo 

Angle 
in 
La.bo 
System 

J!Q" 2 "'te d-1 .. do. em £) ra 
in Labo System 

(loJ ± OoJ) X 10~28 

(Oo 50 ± OolO) x lo-28 

(Oo08 ± Oo02) x 10-28 

Angle in 
Center of 
Mass System 

d<r cnf. sterad-1 
dn- in Center 

of Mass 
System 

(Jo7 ± Oo7) X 10=29 

(lo8 ± Oo4) x 10=29 

(Oo47 ± Ool2) x lo-29 
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THE ANGULAR DISTRIBtiTION OF POSITIVE PIONS 
FROM 340 MEV PROTONS ON ffiOTONS 

Marian No Whi.tehead 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics, 
University of California,~)· Berkeley, California 

May 22, 1952 

INTRODt£ TION 

There are two possible reactions b,y which positive pions can be 

produced b,y protons on hydrogen 

p + p___, p + n + 1l·. 

p + p~d + 1T+ 

(1) 

(2) 

It can he shown that the mesons from the second reaction at zero degrees 

in. the laboratory should lie 4 ~v beyond the end of the continuous spec

trum from the first, the energy diffe:ren~e being due to the extra energy 

available from the binding energy of the deuterono The first experiments 

using 340 Mev protons shpwed a. continuous meson energy distribution which 
\ 

was very strongly peaked at the high energy endo1 

The experimental distribution was examined and carefully ana

lyzed by Cartwrighto2 Using the phenomenological theory of meson produc

. tion developed qy Watson and Brueckner,3 the kn~wn ene~getics of the re= 

action, and the,resolution of. tne detecting system he was able to explain 
' ; ·'·· .. 

the spectrum under the assumption that the peak was due solely to the pro

. duction of the deuterono Also deuterons have been detected electronically 



in coincidence with mesons from hydrogen by Crawford, Crowe and Stevensono4 

Work by Peterson5 at 30 degrees t~ the proton beam, using a liq

uid hydrogen target~ indicated that the angular distribution was not spher-

ically symmetric in the center of mass system; however, the energy resolu-. . 

tion was poor so the transition point in the spectrum between the two re

actions was obscureo A study of the angular distribution of the mesons 

in the peak was then undertaken to complete the description of the produc-

tion processo At this time it was pointed out by Marshak and Cheston and 

independently by Johnson 96 that if the cross section for the inverse re-

action of positive mesons on deuterons, giving two protons, were measured, 

the spin of the positive pions could be calculated by means of detailed 

balancing argumentso The inverse reaction has been measured at the Uni

versity of Rochester? and at Columbia Universityo8 · 

The production of mesons in the peak has been measured at 35 

and 589 degrees iz:lthe labo;atory, using the same method as at zero de

greeso These angles are equivalentto 65 and 104.degrees in the center 

of mass. It is assumed that all the mesons in the peak ~re formed in the 

deuteron reaction of equation (2), the differential cross section per 

unit solid angle being found by integrating the experimental spectrum 

over the energy. interval of the peak .. 

Applying detailed balancing to this cross section and the in

verse enables one to say the positive spin is most probably zero, and 

not one. The possibility ofone..:half integer spin is not consideredo 

The available evidence indicating the pion has integral spin includes 
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(1) the accepted decay scheme of the positive_pion .· .. ... 

• ~ l 
. ·'--

. in which the pion decays to a muon ·and' a neutririo and the muon in turn 
. . 

decays to a positive eiectron and two neutrinos.. Sihce the neutrino and 

electron have half integral spin, the muon must al'so. oo h~f...;in~gral apd 

the pion integral spin .. 10 (2) the absorption of a negative pion;by hydro-
. . 11 

gen giving a neutron and a single' photono (.3) the decay of the neutral 

pion into two photonso12 

The experimental method used is an extension of 'the first meson 

production experiments of Richman and Wilcox.,D ·They devised a detection 

scheme to be used in conjunction with the external proton ~am of the 184-

inch synchro-cyclotron which enabled them to obtain absolute cross sections 
. . 

as a ·function of the meson energy for both,positiveand negative mesons 

over their entire energy rangeo 

The 340 Mev proton beam bombarded a carbon targeto· The mesons 
. . . 

emitted at 90 degrees to the beam were stopped· in copper or aluminum ab-

sorbers; these absorbers contained nuclear emulsions set at a slight angle 

to the direction of travel of the mesons so that the density of stopped 

mesons in the emulsion as a function of the distance from the front of the 

absorber was directly correlated.with the energy distribution of the mesons 

entering the absorbero The success of this method· of detection depended 

on the lateral dimensions of .·the absorber bei.n€; large compared< to the mean 

displacement of the mesons from the multiple co.tilomb 'scatt~ririg 'experienced 

by them while slowing down.. If the meson beam from the target ~trikes the 



entire face of the absorberjl a condition of bad geometry then obtains, and 

the meson flux should be constant from the front of the absorber to the 

em~sion where the mesons are detectedo The number of protons passing 

through the target was found by integrating the. beam with a Faraday cup. 

Using the stopping powe~s of the emulsio~ and absorber, the known geometry 
. . . . . . l . 

. of the apparatus, .the density of the target and the densit;r of meson in 

the emulsion t}le absol-ute produc,tion ~ross section within a given solid 

angle was calculated as a function of the meson energyo The spectra, 

e?Ctending from zero to 150 Mev~ they ~btained proved the excellence of 

the :method and providE:)d the incentive to develop the technique further so 
' . . . •· . .. . 

it could be appl~ed to measurements at smaller angles to the proton beam. 

The ~mmed:tate goal was the cross section for the prod119tion of 

positive mesons by 340 Mev protons on protons., As there are only about 
( ' • I 1 • 

21 Mev ~-yail~ble for the meson in the c~nter of II)B-SS system.the cross 

section in the laboratory woulci be expe9ted . to be highest at zero degrees, 

the velocity of t}fe center of mass being approximately equal to yhat of 

a 21 Mev meson~ .. This reaction is ext:t:emely fundamental . and sl10uld be 

more amenable to theoretical treatment than reactions involving more 

complex nuclei o 

A modification of the original method was needed because the 

scanning of the emulsions was made difficult by the . large number of pro

tons which were inelastically scattered from the target and were .also 

sto:ppeci in the emulsion; at zero degz.-ees the .added complication of the 

proton beam existso The solution to these problems~ as worked out by 
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Cartwright and Whitehead, was to place the targets in a magnetic Iield 

which caused the mesons to bend away from the proton beamo Between the 

target and the absorber there is a wide cha.ruiel in brass shieldirig which 

protects the plates against scattered protonso The targets were ·carbon 

and polyethylene, (CH2)n, the proton cross section being found by the 

subtraction method., 
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METHOD 

General Description 

The method used is essentially the same as that developed for 

use at zero degrees; a detailed description of it is given ~ Cartwright 

in his thesisa2 The target is placed in a magnetic field which causes 

the mesons to bend away from the p+oton beam; mesons in a given energy 

interVal travers~ a wide channel in brass shielding and enter the absorber-

detector after having turned through an arc of about 80 degrees. Protons 

reaching the absorber have the same momentum as the mesons, and therefore 

~ve a range 150 times s}lorter due to the heavier mass of the protono The 

brass shielding serves to protect the nuclear plates from protons which 

are inelastically scattered from the target and the magnet pole faces and 
. I . . , 

to limit the production angles of the mesons detected., Figure 1 shows a 
'· ' ' . . 

f i I ' ' 

diagr~ of the a:pPjir~t-qs use~ at 3~ d~gr~es; tha:t used at 58 was \identical 
I' I • 

except for the ch~e in ~:l-eo Once the solid angle subtended at the 

t.a:J;"get by a ~t area at the emul~lion is known the cillcuiation of the cross 

sect~o:q. from t}fe Q.ensi1;y qf stopped mesons is the same as in the original 

work of.Riyhman and Wilcoxo As in the zero degree experiment the numqer 

of pr?tons passing through the target was determined to an accuracy of 5 

percent by placing .·a calibrated ion chamber in the· proton beam before it 

entered the ma.gpeto · · 

'::. 

Channel Design. · 
I• ',. ',[ I .,., .. 

The ~sori. beam ~ssing down the channel and hitting the front 

face pr the absorber ~t be wider than the expected mean lateral dis-
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placement of the mesons.from•mu1tiple coulomb scattering while slowing 

down in the· absorbero· Tlie-·aalcUlatiori~:of :the expected displaGement is 
. 

shown in A.ppendiX Ao As an example, the ·magnitude· of the rms .displace-
. ~ 

ment for a 45 Mev meson slowing down to 0 Mev in aluminum is 2o5 milli-

meters.. The channel exit width was made ten times the calculated dis-

placement, and the plates were arranged so the portion to be scanned 

lay in line with the center of the exito The height of the cha~el was 

the distance.between the pole faces, ioeo 3.4 incheso The front face of 

. ·the absorber which held. the plates was 3o5 by 2o5 inches .. 

The position of the W!Uls of_ the channel is s~t by the require

ment that mesons within the energy interval to be observed must be able 

to reach every point in the exit from every point in the target.. A six 

M:3v energy interval was detected at one- time,• To avoid possible errors 

only the central five Mev \iras actu,aJ.ly used i:n. c_alC:Ulating the cross 

section. 
. . 

Because of the necessary. width of the channel it accepts mesons 

leaving the target at angles as muc~ as three degrees a~ay from the de

sired angleo This fact was trtle, however, only for the mesons arriving 

at the outer edges of th~ exit; the central core ()f mesons in the beam 

covered an angular spread of not more than a degreeo · 

Determination of the Angle 

The proton beam passed through two x-ray films rigidly attached 

to the shieldillg at .the edges of the magnet pole face as shown in Figure lo 

The radius of curvature of the beam is Ialown in a· given magnetic field so 
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the position of the beam· at the· films is connected by the known geometry 

to the angles: betvteeri· the.·.proton and. meson beams at the .targeto .. This 

measurement should be. accurate to within a degreeo At 58°"there is a 

" possibility that the angle may be in error by as much as three degrees, 

so this cross section. is assigned a larger probable error than that at 

Detection of the Mesons 

A di.agralll- of the aluminum.absorber which held the 'plates is 

shown in Figure 2o Th~·plates were set at an angle of fifteen degrees 

to the dire~tion of t~avel of the meson~o ··llford. C-2, 200 micron, emul

s;on~ w~re used as they are sem~itive enough to record the mu meson 

decay; they a+so are inserisitiv!=l eno'\]gh ·so the grain density variation 

along a track differ~ntiates the more rapid change in energy loss at 

the end of·~ mesoJ!l's r~g~ from that of a proton of the same residual 
·,, .·1 

The energy of ~ Observed meson is given by its range in the 

absorber before stapping.in th~ emll:lsiorio In scanning the plates the 

density of stoppeQ. mesons was . determined as a function of the distance 

·from one end o£ the p~a~eo. This dist~nce is easily converted to meson 

range since the· pl~te is in a knc;rwn position in the absorbero 

In order to calculate the meson density. the thickness of the 
. '• . . . . . 

emulsion befo:z:-e deve~op~n~ must be known, the surface area being easily 

The thickness measurements . .. ~. 

were ma,de ~· f3.endir;,g ei 1;h,er ~pqa particles or a beam of: J!:""'.rays through 

.~ 
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the· undeveloped . emulsion at a known. angle, . and then measuri~ the hori-

'zontal projection of· .the ·track length after ,development.. The original 

thickness is ·then · dseca. where d is .the length measured and a. the angle 

the beam makes with the surface of tP.e emulsion .... The alpha particle 

method is due to Dr., He Ae Wilcox,and the other was devised by.A., Oliver 

·and Dr_. Barkase14 The probable ~rror of the measurement is five percent .. 

Target 

Both the carbon and polyethylene targets were one fourth inch 

thick. In order to minimize the energy losses in the target it was set 

at thirty degrees to th~ proton beam'for the 58 degree measurement, and 

at 35 degrees for the other angle.. The energy loss in the target is of 
. . 

the. order of 3 Mev 'for both the mesons and protons. 

The area of the target used was the cross sectional area of the 

proton beam. The beam was collimated to a one inch diameter by 'a forty 

inch orass tube in the cyclotron shielding. 
' . 

Geometry 

In order to calculate the cross section one needs to know the 

solid angle subtended at the t~rget qy a unit area at the emulsion perpen

dicular to the direction of travel of the mesons., If the mesoh trajec

tories are in a plane at right angle~ to the direction of the magnetic 

field the solid angle per unit area is·~ = 1 centimeters 
M .p2 ¢sin¢ 

·squared per: steradian. · p is t}le .ra.di.us of curvature pf the mesons and 

.~, ¢·the angu;Lar dis.tance between .the target and ~he abso,rber~: .Sin<;:e the 
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target and the sensitive area of the emulsion are finite .in size this con

. ·, . dition is not fulfilled• for all the mesons; .however, in the extreme case, 

the angular divergence from the plane is about four degrees, making an 

errorof less than one .percent in the solid angle as calculated.by this 

formula. The total variation in the solid angle for mesons leaving dif-

ferent parts of the target and hitting the extreme edges of the absorber, 

and of different radii of curvature passing down the same channel, is ten 

percent. The details_ of the derivation of the solid angle formula are 

found in Cartwright 1 s t_hesis., .· 

$ince the absor~~s are ~~ the magnetic field ope might expect 

that th~ assumption of a constant ra4ius of curyat~e would be in error 
- . .. \ . . . 

due to the slowing do~ of the Inesons in the absorber., The majority of 

t~e ener~ los~ takes Pt/:i~e in,tp~ last millimeters of the range and 

therefore .the cliange in _solid angle. is _small., The effect of the field on 

the mesons in the a'bsprber is given in Appendix :eo 

Scanning of th~ Plates 

The plates were sca11neCl. U!3tng ~ oil immersion microscope giving· .· .. • . . ,, :' ,· . ' . 

450x magnification., A qou.ntable event was one where the track of eith~r 

the pi or mu could ~ defini~ly identified ~s a meson b,r the usual tests 

of either scattering qr rapid grain density vari~tion near the end of the 

meson's range. It is ea~i~ted that the scanning errors are of the order 

of five percent unqer t~is method .. 

In the a~a scfl.P.Iled ~d negative mesons identifiable by star 

formation were found.,· Since tn~ cllannel is wide one ~ght expect to have 
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backgrotllld ·positives appearing·froin energetic. protons striking the pole 

face or channel walls. The lackofnegatlveswould indicate that this 

backgrotllld was very small.· Also, at zero degrees, where the situation 

should be worst, plates were exposed:with the magnetic field off and no 

mesons were foundo 

Calculation of the Gross Section 

The experimental data fromthe plates gives the density of 

mesons in the emulsion. This Val~ is related to the cross section in 

the following mannere Consider a volume of emulsion of area 6A and 

depth in the direction of meson travel 8x (see Figure 3), then 

~. t · ·do- dn. . dE I . 
. N(E) = ~ 7 L d_n_dE QA M dx em 8x (3) 

where N is the number of stopped meson.s in the volume; Q is the number 
\ 

of protons striking the target; p is the target density; M is the 

molecular weight of the target ma.teri~; L is Av;ogado's number; ~dE 

is the cross section perunit energy interval per unit solid angle per 

target tlllit, {carbon nuqleus or carbon plus two hydrogen for the poly

ethylene target); ~.n. is the solid angle per unit area; ~~em is the 

energy loss per centi~eter in emulsion by a meson of energy E, the pro

duction energy of the stopped mesons; and ·~~ 8x is the energy inter-
. . dx em . 

val, ~~ in which the observed mesons were produced .. l!:£1. M is the solid 
dA 
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angle subtended a't·the'.-target bythe volume of .emulsion considered. For 

· · ease of calculation ·equation .(J) ·can be. r~wr:i,.tten. as 

(4) 

where N
6 

is the number of mesons per unit surface area of the emulsion; 

tem is the emulsion thickness; and RAl is the range in aluminum of a 

meson that has a ran~e tem esc a in emulsion. This form~ation has the 

advantage of expressing the emulsion thickness explicity and eliminates 

the need to calculate the energr loss of the meson in emulsion for a 

wide range of energies. In the low energy range, about 7 Mev, where Rem 

is needed, experimental va4-ues for·the rangE!"energy relation are available. 

RAl is equal to lol5o 
Rem 

. Correc;tiops 
. . 

• - 1 ' • 

There are two ways £or mesons to be lost between the target and 
, rl ',· .• ·, ·t' ·, , • 

the nuclear emulsion which have not yet been considered.. Since they have 
,\ , ' I. ., 

a short half life an ;:a.ppreci~l;>l,e number . decay in flight. Also, any meson 

that has a strong nuclear interaction, a large angle scatter or absorp

tion, in tl:l.e aluminum a\)~orber will not be detectedo An accUrate correc-
· ... 

· tion for the first e;ff~ct allP.. areas.on.able approximation for the second, 

can be madeo The un~orrec1:,~d? and corrected, ~ross sections are shown in 

Table I .. 

Decay in Flight • · 

In orde.r to calculate tl;t~s correction, the time of flight as 

measured in the meson's frame of reference is needed., If dt is an 
.•. 
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interval of time in the laboratory, then dtp = dt J l_-~ is, the "proper" 

time·, where ~: is. the meson veioci ty ·and · c the· velocity of light. If ds 

is the distance traveled by the meson in the time'dt,· the total time of 

flight is 

where M is the mass and p the momentum of the mesona The integral extends 

over the distance between the target and the absorber and over the range 

of the meson in the absorber. Making the non-relativistic approximation 

Pc = 2MT for the momentum in the absorber, and using the empirical range 

. ~nergy ~lation. T = kR~58, the ~ntegral can be evaluated, ignoring the 

energy loss of themeson in airl 

t = J M ~U 10-ll J4 + 4;.71 x 10-ll· ~2-T· R 
p 2T J 1 + L " ?;I; 

2M 

where-p is the radiUs ·of curvature of the ·meson's trajectory in ·the mag

netic fieid, ¢the angUlar distance between the target and the absorber 

(p¢ equals the distance traveled in air), T the kinetic energy in Mev 

arid R the range in centimeters in the absorber. The correction factor to 

be multiplied by the observed cross section is then 

lr. - t . AQ.eC ~exp . . . p 
2.54 x lo-8 

where 2.54 x 10-8 is the measured mean-life of the pi meson in seconds.15 

This correction is of the order of ten percent • 
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·.Nuclear Interaction ·.: I. ','~ .. 

The lil;llited.da:t;a. available on .the·cross sections for these re-

actions indicate that their combined order of magnitude is about equal to 

nuclear area.16 Assuming a cross section of rr a2, where a= lo4xl0-13Al/J, 

the correction factor is 

k = e nuc , 
. where N is the numbe~ of nuclei per e'-t2 in aluminum. 

Thick Target_Correction 

The.mesons emerging from the target in a given energy interval, 

N{E)6E, have been produced at different depths in the ~arget with an 

energy E' 
dE dE . ' . 

E + di t, where di is the energy :toss per centimeter of a 

meson with energy E' and t the target thickness between the point the 

meson is produced and its pOint of exit from the target. For low energy 

mesons,. as detected in.the 58 deg~ee experiment, there is an appreciable 

change in specific. ionization between the_ front and back of. the target. 

Mesons produced in. an ei_lergy interval {6-E.t) will appear a,t the back in an 

energy interval 

This relation is easily derived by considering the energy of a meson pro-

duced at t as a function of its range in·the target materiaJ.. 

-t ~ .. 
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where R
0 

is the range of a meson with energy E, the exit energyo We can 

write 

L\E' =dE' dR :a 1$ 
'mt <mo. .· . 

. . 

dE is equal to dE at ·an energy E', .s!L is uni~, and ~o is 1/dE/dx at fiA"l 
dB.· dx ·• .. ~ . 

energy E, giving the desired result. 

The experimental cross sections were corrected for this effect . 

b.1 multiplying them by the ratio of the average specific ionization in 

the target to the specific ionization at exit of a meson of energy Eo 

The.rnaximum correction is for the carbon target at 6o0 for a ~/4 inch 

target; it is about ten percent. 



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The energy spectra obtained at 35 and 58 degrees are shown in 

Figures 4 and 5o The exJ,erimental viilues plotted include the corrections 

discussed.previouslyo The data from poly-ethylene and carbon from which 
··"· • ,r .. 

these val~~s were. calculated are sho'Wll in Table Io Only one point on the 

carbon spectrum was measured'at-~ach angle~ giving an average value over 

the energy interval. of the hydrogen ·pea.ko 

The errors shown on the· graphs are statisticai probable errors 

onlyo To cover the emtire energy spread'of the peak at each angle two 

runs were necessary so the data on the lower and higher energy halves 

come from different nuclear plates, exposed successively in the same 

channel with different values of the magnetic fieldo In each half the 

relative statistical errors of the points is ten percento The qata at 

58 degrees represents 700 :ni.esons and that at 35 degrees one thousando 

The absolute cross section is assigned a twenty percent error at 35 de-

grees and 25 percent at sixty degreeso 

The energy of the meson when accompanied by a deuteron:~ and 

the maximum energy of the continuous meson spectrum accompaning the 

tinbound proton and neutron can be calculated from the known masses in-

valved in the reactions and the kinetic energy of the incident protonso 

These energies as a function of the angle between the meson and the 

proton beam are shown in Figure 69 assuming a beam energy of 341 Mev 

and a meson mass equal to 276o2 electron masseso The dynamics of the 

reactions are discussed in Appendix Co 

_'i 
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One would expect monoenergetic mesons from the deuteron reaction 

at any 'given angle; however; ·these will appear -spread over a finite energy 

'interval in the experimental results' as a 'result of the finite resolving 

power of the detection system., AlsoP the prOton beam is known· to have an 

·energy spread abo11t its central value which can be represented approximately 

as a gatWsian·of half width 1~5 Mev~ 

It can be seen that neither-peak lies at the predicted energy 

for the case of deuteron formation 341 Mev protons striking the targeto 

This fact is not surprising as the meson energy is·a sensitive function 

- · ·of both the meson mass and the beam energy.. The change in maximum meson 

energy per Mev change in initial proton energy varies from Oo9 Mev at zero 

degrees to 0.6 Mev at 58 degrees for the mes·cm angle in the laboratoryo 

The· variation in maximuni energy for a change in the meson. mass of one 

electron mass-- is. the same as ·for one Mev change in the_ pr'otori. energy o As 

'the meson mass is Un.certain by two electron masses~ and the external pro

'ton beam is know to vary in energy by as nn.:r.Ch' as 3 Mev~ the energy of 

the peaks can' not be predicted exactlyo -' 

The meson energy· is also strong function of the labOratory 

angle, varying by Oo8 t-1ev per degreeo 'There is 'a possibility that the 

angle measurement at 58 degrees niay be in error by as much as three de~ 

grees so one might tB.ke the peale energy as a measure of the angleo How= 
' 

ever, lacking definite knowledge of the' proton-beam energy.~> the angle is 

assumed correcto 

The possibility that multiple scattering in the absorber or the 
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curvature due to the magnetic field, might affect the apparent energy of 

the mesons has been considered. From the calculations made on these 

effects it is obvious their magnitudes are much less than the other un-
.j, ,· 

certaintieso The .transformation of angle and' solid angle _from the labo-

ratory to the center of mass are not sensitive to the possible energy 

variations so the conclusions as to the.form of the angular distribution 

are not critically affected by the above discussiono A change in angle 

of 3 degrees changes.the constant factor in the calculated angular distri-

bution by 3 percento 

In order to obtain the . cross section per unit solid angles for 

the production, when the meson is formed in t~e deuteron reaction, the 

experimental spectrum.was integrated over the ener~ interval of the peak. 

This integration is based on the assumption that all the mesons in the 

·peak are due to the desired reaction, since there is no break in the 

spectrum to mark the transition between the two reactionso At zero de

grees the spectrum :obtained showed the same character (see FiglJ!e 7) and 

a detailed analysis b,y Cartwright showed that the contributio~ of the eon-

tinuum to the peak was very probab~y zero, and if not zero the maximum 

contribution would be five percento 

As seen from the curves the separation in energy of. the mesons 

from the two reactions is not as great at 35 degrees .and ?8 degrees as at 

zero 9 so one might expect greater overlapping of the ~~sQnso However it 

can be seen from looking at the experimental results that .~thin the ex

perimental error the cross section drops to almost nothing on the low 

energy side of the peaks so if any overlapping is present it cannot con- · 

tribute appreciably to the cross section obtained from the whole peako 
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. DISCUSSION OF ,THE.· ANGULAR··DISTRIBUTION 

' 

The cross sections_ per .unit solid angle, ~~' at o, 35, and 58 

degrees have been transformed to the ce~ter of mass system of the initial 

protons and are shown as a function of meson angle in Figure 8., (The 

ma~hematics of the transformations of ang~e 3 solid angle are shown in 

Appendix C) o It is obvious that the cross section is a function of angleo 
'· 

The simplest assumption as to the form of the angular distribu-

tion is 

(5) 

•Since the initi~ particles in the reaGtion are id~ntical the distribution 

must be symmetrical about 90·degrees; therefore .no term in odd powers of 

the cosine can · ~ppear.; · The constants. A., and B have been determined by the 

meth()d of ).east.~qu.ares giving ~l).e f<>llo'Wiilg dist;ribu~ion9 

;;·. ' 

The total cross section is Ci= lo9 ± 0 .. 7 x 10=28 cmfo 

The values used in the calculation, and the cross sections un-

corrected for nuclear ~bsorption, are given belowo 

9 . dcr-. emf sterad-1 ecm ~)em. dc:r. (uncor- da-) · (uncor-labo dil. d.n.. rected) cr.n:: ·em rected) 

ao lo3::1:0o.3xlcr28 oo 3o4:W~7rlo-'29 iolxlo-28 2o9±0o6xlo=29 

38° Oo50:!:0o10 65° lo8.±0o4 Oo44 lo6±0o3 

58° Oo08±0o02 104° Oo47:J:Dol2 o .. o8 0 .. 47::1:0 .. 12 ... 
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The errors are based on the external consisten~y between the experimental 

values and the values calculated from (6) o Figure 9 shows the distribu

tion and the experiment;u_ Points as a function of, angle in the laboratory 
I , . • 

system-' for comparison a curve for a spherically symmetric distribution 

on the center of mass is also_showno 
. . 

An independent measurement at 18 degrees in the ·laboratory 
. 17 

using a liquid hydrogen target has been made by Dro Vo 'zo Petersono 
·. . . .. - ' . 

His value is also sho-w, in Figure 9 and agrees with the calculated distri-

butiono 

From the small value of A it appears that a large proportion of 

the mesons are emitted in a P-wave, or, in other words, with one unit of 

·angUlar momentUIIlo ·This is a somewhat unexpected result since the kinetic 

··energy of the meson in the center of mass system is only 21 Mev, making s-
wave more· probable from ·simple considerations~ . The P-wve can also contri

bute to the constant term; .. _ therefore the value of ~·gives the maximum pos

sible amount of s-wave., 
- . 

A discussion of. the theoretica~ implications of this experiment 

is made difficult by the lack of an adequate theory for-·the production 

processo Some calculations have been made using meso~ theory, but the re

sults have proved incompatible with experiment~o 

The phenomenological.theory of Watson.a£.d Brueckner,· shows that 

the angular distribution may contain terms of the form K1 + (K2+K3 cos2 Q)q2, 

where q is the meson momentum, and the K's are adjuatable constantso This 

form:is not dependent on meson theory,: but is essential:).y -~ description of 

.. 



the angular moment'UIJ1. states available for the .me~on~ ~ 
,• 

Chew, et alo, lB have published preliminary results of a phenom-

enological analysis which contains similar energy dependent terms, but 

again it allows no conclusions on the basis of a measurement at one energyo 

Experiments at lowerproton energies, and hence lower'meson 

energies, should be able to distingUish :the p and s wave contributions to 

·. the spherically symmetric· term as· the P-wave contribution is proportional 

't 2 0 q 0 
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DETAILED BAlANCING AND THE SPIN OF THE POSITIVE PION 

' . ' ' ~ . r, :. ~· : ·' 

The reaction measured in this experiment is 
_:_' + 

p + p----t 7T + do (7) 

In the center of mass system of the two proto:p.s _the meson is emitted with 

an-energy of 2lo4 Mev, fo~ an initial proton energy of 341 Mev .in the 

laboratory. The differential cross section for.the creation of two pro

tons from 21.4 Mev mesons striking deuterons can be calculated by means 

of the principle of detailed balance from the measured cross sectiono 

The principle of detailed balance states that the ratio of the 

two cross sections is just equal to the ratio of the statistical weights 

of the particles producedo This statement is based on the fact that the 

transition probability of a reaction is proportional to the matrix ele-

ment for the transition times the density of final states available; and 

this matrix element is unchanged when.the reaction is reversedol9 There-

fore we can write 

(8) 

where sp is the spin of the proton, sd the spin of the deuteron~ and s 

the spin of the piano Pp and P7T are the momenta of the proton and pion 

and cd~) is the cross section .for finding a proton within a given solid 
dil. p 

angle., 

Ordinarily the principle of detailed balance is applied to total 
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cross sections~ but it is equally·vhlid'for differential cross sectionso 

If one considers astate·of statistical'equilibrium in a ·"box" containing 

protons, deutero:ris,·a:nd mesons",·and applies detailed balance to obtaion a 

relation between total' cross sections, the;assumption is that the total 

numbers of protons, etc'.,~ remains. unchanged,· while to obtain the dif

ferential it is the nUmber of protons, etcc.,, traveling in a given direc-

tion which is' assumed to remain unchangedo 
' ' ' 

The pion is thought to decay into a muon and one neutrino, and 

'th~ muon into two neutrinos and an electron; both the electron and neutrino 

have -a spin of 1/2 9 ·so the muon must have one half integral spin and the 

pion must have integral spina If we assu:ine the pion spin is zero and 

substitute the knovm .values of the other factors in the above equation we 

obtain for inverse cross section 

{~~) = 12(0o09 + cos2 9). x lo-28 c~ sterad-1, (9) 
p 

·using 32o8 for the value of (8)o .. 

The value of this cross section, as measured at Columpia Univer-

·sity is 

(10) 

The integrated values of the two cross sections are 

' ' ' ,, ' . ~7 

O"p = (Jo2 ± lol) X 10 . 
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' •. ·~~ o..: · .. ; 'The cross sections have been integrated over only 2rr.solid angle 

since two protons ar.e, created when one meson is. absorbed. 

AlthoUgh the angular distributions differ more than is desirable 

the integrated values are in good agreement. 

If we set S = 1, the statistical weight due to the spin would 

change by a factor of three, and the calculated value of op would become 

(11) 

which value is two probable errors.away from the measured cross section. 

The total cross section measurements on the pion ~bsorption cross 

section at Rochester gave, 

a-P = 3.0 ± o. 7 x lo-27' cnf.. (12) 

They assumed an angular distribution of the form (Ool + cos
2 

Q).. This 

value is also in reasonable agreement with the present resulto 

The value of the constant factor in the angular distribution is 

affected b,y the nuclear absorpti9n correction made to the cross sections. 

This correction is much larger for 0° than for 58°; therefore if the as

sumed absorption cross section is too large~ the calculated value of A 

will be too small. The extreme effect can easily be found by calculating 

the angular distribution using the cross sections which are uncorrected 

for nuclear absorption. If this is done, one obtains 

(~~). + = 2.6 ± 1.0 (0.16 ± 0.05 + cos2 Q) x lo-2? cnf sterad-1 (13) 
1T . 

a-~= 1.61 ± 0 .. 6 x lo-28 emf (14) 
1T 
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The.value of the totai crdss'section does ~ot differ appreciably from that 

g~:ven previouslyo The inverse cross section obtained W3ing (13), is 
. ' .... :·: 

(15) 

This result is in even closer agreement Wit~ the Columbia results 

than (9)o., The conclusion·in regard to·the meson sp~n should not-be affected 

by any but a startling c~ngein'the-absorption cross section~. 

On the basis of the evidence of the above experiment and the experi

mental I-esults from Coiumbia it seeins very probable that the spin of the 

·. positive pion i-s zeroo 
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. A.PPEND_IX A. 

'· MOLTIPLE SCATTERING 

Lateral Displacement 

In order to £ind the rms displacement to be expected when a 

collimated beam of mesons stops in an absorber the results given by Lo 

~ges are usedG20 Using expressions given by Rossi and Greison for par-

ticles with no energy loss, and assuming the thickness equals the distance 

traveled, he gives expressions for the laterial and angular distributions 

to be expected at a depth t ·in an absorbing mediumG The distances are 

measured in radiation lengths; the angle is the angle between the direc-

tion of motion of the particle at any depth t and its original directiono 

We have 

where 

+oo 

f F{t,y,9)d9 = 1 
112

exp(d...2 ) 
. 2(rr! ) . Iff. 

~ 2 ~2 

+ 2 . 
A = f ( t- (} ) dY\ 

2 . w2(yt) 
0 

w = 2PP, 
. Es 

Es = 21 Mevo 

Energies are measured in Mev, momentum in units of Mev/CG -..rA;. equals 

_/ <?:>, the value we wish to ·o btaino 

.To evaluate A2 the integral is expressed in terms of R, the 

~ange of a par_ticle of momentum P and kinetic energy To 

0 

A2 = f R2 (-dR) 
:rt1 w2(R) 

where Ri is the initial range of t:he ·,particle when it enters the absorbero 
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The integral is easy to evaluate if we make the non-relativistic 

approximation P~ = 2T; · f6r th'is calculation the approximation is valid to 

about 70 Mevo Expressing T in terms of R by the empirical range energy re

lation, T = kRo58; 

.{:.cy2> = ~o2 Rj_ :.j Rp where Ri is now measured in centimeters 
T -

of aluminum, T is in Mevo 

Range ·Shortening 

The energy of an·. observe.d meson is determine.d by the thickness 

of absorber in front of the plateso .·If a meson is deviated from its 

original direction by coulomb scattering the apparent ·range, Ra, will be 

different from the actual distance traveled by the meson, Ri which is its 

true range in the absorber., An estimate of this effect ·can be made by 

calculating (Ri- Ra) for a meson whose direc:t;;!.on_at any depth in the 

absorber makes an ~le~with the original d~rec~iQ~ of travel equal to 

the mean scattering angle predicted for a collimatedmeson beam slowing 

down in the absorber9 

0 

Ri - Ra = J dR [1 -.cos gm (R)] o 

Ri 
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Since Qm is small, 1 ,.. cos 9m:. . 9m
2 

o ~ can be obtained as a function 
2 

of R in a manner similar to that used in 1, starting from the formula 

given by Eyges 

The shortening in range can then befouxid by evaluating 

0 

A... = R· - R = f ~(R) dRo '-'tf. J. a ·. 
Ri 2 

. The result of the calculation is~= lo59 Ri2/~, Tin Mev, R in em, for 

. aluminumo 

The diff.r:rence between the apparent energy, Ea' and actual energy 
, I . . . 

Ei is Ei - Ea = :t ~. = LlE, where ~ is the energy loss by ionization 
E . 

per em by a meson of energy E1o AE is less than Ool Mev for mesons of the 

energies observed in this experimento 
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·'·. AP.PE1IDIX B 

·EFFECT OF M!GNETIC FIELD 

The possible effects of the magnetic field are two: (1) If the 

curvature of the meson 9s tr.ajectory in the absorber is appreciable, its 

apparent range~ as measured from.the·front'of the absorber, may be dif

ferent from the.true distance traveledo (2)-The angle 9 ¢,which enters 

into the formula for the solid angle~ ~, which is calculated assuming 

a constant radius of curvature~ may be affected by the slowing down of 

the meson in the absorbero 

'• The projected track length can be calculated in a manner similar 

to that used t-o make the multiple scattering correction., . Again the dif

ference between the pr.ojected range' and act·ua1· range is 

. 0 . . . .. . ·. 

l!l = f di4. [1-cos ¢ (R )] 
·• _· Ri . ·•· . ·. . 

where ¢ is the angle between the meson trajectory at a depth Ri - R in 

the absorber and its original direction upon entering the absorbero If 

p(R) is the radius of curVature of a meson "With a residual range R, then 

d¢ =P:> and¢~ t A~> 
Ri 

If "We set T = KR~58 , and make a non-relativistic approximation for the 

momentum, ¢ can be easily shown to be 

¢(R) 

taking f = _C {To. 

= 1 

c/K\1- !l...) 
2 

. 1 1L 1 Yl 
(R· ~ 2 - R -~ )9 . l. 
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.. - Ill n~2 
Approximating cos p·by 1 - ~ we have 

.b.= 

2 

3 
0.;2 Ri 
p2 

',. ' 

For a typical casep = 28oO em and Ri; .3o6 em so ·the short~nlng is negli-

gibleo 

At the end of the meson's range 

or about 30percent,greater than it would be if the meson had m,aintained 

its original velocity for a distance Rio The total angular distance 

t~av~led from the tar~et is about 80' degr~es so any srila.ll .ch~e in the 

contribution to the arc length.from the path in the absorber,_ has a small 

·effect on· the total. value .. · 



A.PPENDIX C 

'DYNAMICS 

To find the ene·rgy of the pion as a frinction of angle it is 

simplest to make the ca,lculation in the center of mass system of the two 

protons, and then transform the resulting energies and angles to the 

laboratory systemG 

The total energy in the center of mass system is 

- E = 2 v o 1cm 
/Vl fl -; )'h d ( "2-- ~-____..:: 

whe~e Mp :i.s the mass of the proton in ·Mev and Ycm = 1 
, 

·. . . . ... -/1-~~m ~em = 
.. ·~ 

· Vcm. c' Vcm is the velocit~; of, the system \rlt}1 respect to the laboratory 

~~ Jvs f k;.~iJ'·<YIJ n~t V: _ v~ ' (' e:;./ {; ~-· ~' : M~ ) 
. i . . .. . C..._ ' v· I >) ' /) f\1\. I ~ V 

system and G the velocity of lighto ·· .. · ·. · · .. 

momen~um in t~~~~m divided b,y 

,.,.._., - """' 
Bcm is.· eq~ual to te,e total 
~ ~-~rrk 

the total energy, or 
·~-~. 

[ 

f3cm = _P.,..,..pG_ = ~ ~ + 2~TJL = 1 

Tp + 2~ _ Tp + 2~ . -{ l + 2Mp t __________ J Tp 

Tp is the kinetic energy of the proton in the laboratory system. If the 

meson is produced with a deuteron its total energy in the center of mass 

is then 

E' 
1T 

E 
- 0 --2 
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To find the meson energy in-.the other reaction the mass 9f the. deuteron 

is replaced qy the sum of the masses of the proton and neutrono (Quanti-

ties in the center of_mass are primed, and-unprimed in the laborator.y 
' . .. " . 

systemo) 

'The total energy of the meson in the laboratory system is, 
. f "· : •.· ·'·,· ,.· 

R~- y ('re• + Acm P! C cos Qt) -rr - em -rr t' " 

where Q1 is the angle at which the meson is emitted with respect to the 

two protons. The kinetic energy is 

T = y F. 1 (1 + ~ ~ 1 cos EP) - M , where rr em -rr em rr ·;r 

The relation, between the ~ngles in the center of mass and 

labo.rator.y systei_D-s _are given: cy. · .. 

tan 9 = ___ s_J._. n~Q __ ,_· ~~;,-

y em (cos e f + . ~c~ )' . 

~ft 

The transformation of a unit solid angle from the center of mass to the 

laboratory sys~m is easily found from the· relation between the angles 

~em 
= · Yam (1 -i·W 

-[sin2 ge + 'f:· 
' em 

d.IL - sin e d9 
' -

d~' sin 9' d9' 

cos 9 ') 

{cos gr + ~cm)2J 3/2 

~~ 
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The relation between the cross.sections·is 

The curves shown are calculated using T = 341 Mev, and M- = 276.2 p ·;r 

electron masses. 

· . ..:.· .. :·· . 

...... .. 

. ·· ... : .. 



A:ngle Target Meson Energy Noo of d<T (uncorro) 
Mev Mesons dndE . 

emf Mev=1 sterad=l 
·' 

58° 1/4" 28o0 43 3~0_3 X 10""30 
CH2 _ 2lo.O 40 3ol6 

-,. ". 

22o5 60 3.s98 
24o5 · 27 6o81 
25;.0 54 6a9 
27o0 50 4oJO 

. 

28o5 13 2<.70. 

1/4" c 26 75 3;;21 

35° 1/4" 40o2 95 ·7 /7ox :lo-3° . 
CH 42o8 90 9o97 2. 

43.o8 95 16o6 
44o6 95 19o4 
45.o3 93 22~8 
46oO . 110 25o·8. 
46o9 113 26 .. 6 
47o7 . ll7 21o3 
48o3 87 16o0 
49o7 56 8o52 
50 .. 5 . 67 5o31· .. 

i 1/4" c 44 . 95 5o49 · 
' 

Kdecay Kabso K (thick 
target) 

lo06 lo05 loll 
It _lo05 lo09 
It .n lo08 
ti . n lo07 
n " lo07 
tf " lo07 

" " lo06 

it n lo08 

1o07 lo09 -
" lolO' 
n loll 
II loll 
It 1ol2 
It 1 .. 12 
n 1 .. 13 
" 1 .. 13 . 
II · iolJ 
II lolJ 
II lol4 

ft 1o10 

d<T (corr .. ) 
d.n.dE . . . . 1 crrf?. Mev-1 sterad-

3o81 x 10=30 
3o79 
4o73 
8o04 
7oJO 
5o07 

.. 

3o16 

3o82 

9o00 X 10-30 
llo7 
19 .. 7 
23o1 
27o3 
31o2 .. 

32 .. 2 
25o8 
19o4 
10o3 

6o5 

6o46 

~ 
'f. 
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Schematic diagram of apparatus. 
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SIDE VIEW 

MU3617 

Alvndnum absorber with nuclear plates. 
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Fig. J 

Section of emulsion showing quantities used in 
cross section calculation. 
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Fig. 8 

Angular distribution in the center of mass system. 
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Fig. 9 

Angular distribution transformed to the laboratory system. 
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Anglo transforrration from laboratory to center of mass. 
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Fig. ll 

Solid angle transformation from laborator,y to center of mass. 
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